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A system of differential equations of the form 

(1) 

is often encountered in problems of the mechanics of continuous media. 

Examples are plane and axially-symmetric irrotational steady gas flow, 

unsteady gas flow dependent on one space coordinate, the plane problem of 

limiting equilibrium of friable media, the diffusion of long waves into 

rivers and channels, and other problems. 

We shall assume, as happens in the above problems, that Al, AZ, B1, 

. . , ) Dp are known functions of u and v; and that E, and E2 are functions 

of a, V, x and y. 

We assume that all of these functions are continuous and have as many 

derivatives as are required. We shall consider the case where ac - b2 < 0; 

then the system (1) is of hyperbolic type. Here 

n = [.lC]. 2; [.-ID] + [ac]. 

employing the shortened notation of Courant and 

[SY] = XlY? - SZY7{ 

The equation ox2 - 2bx + c = 0 will have two 

~1 # x2. For solution of boundary problems with 

t’ z-m [ BD] 

Friedrichs [I] 

real roots in this case, 

parametric characteristic 

variables (a, p), the system (1) leads to the canonical form (for details 

see Courant and Friedrichs [II ): 
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Here 

As is well known, each solution of the system (2) satisfies the 

Original system (1) if the Jacobian a(~, y)/$a. p) does not reduce to 

zero in the plane of the variables (u, P). 

We consider the case where at a certain point in the xy plane 

J .~; $C$ = 0 

If one of the derivatives &J/ax or &lay is not zero at this point, 

then J = 0 along the entire curve y in the xy plane, The solution of 

Equation (1) and u(x, y), U(X, y) is determined in the utr plane, 

generally speaking, as a certain curve r - an image of the curve y. 

We consider the solution to the Cauchy problem in the case where 

boundary values are given on the curve y. Let the equation of the curve 

y be x = x(s), Y = Y(S), and the values of the unknown functions on the 

curve y be u = u(s), u = V(S). We get, upon differentiation: 

The derivatives 2u/ax, au/ay, &/ax, &/ay along the curve y may be 

found from (1) and (3). Upon substitution of these values into the equa- 

tion 

we obtain 

Tdrc’ -I- 21;du dz: ,- I’flc’ -/ (KC/,// - Ilrlz:, rilr mj (.1/d!/ - Ldr) do IJ 

Here 

Ii = [CD], ZEi’ = [,.IfJJ - [DC]. Llf =. filiil. I, = fix] 

We find, upon multiplication by the second of Squations (2). that 

T2du2_;-ZUTduda-I-T1~d~2+:!(U[ll’i Tdu)(tidy-IIIdc) -/-(X(/y---IIds)“-0 

If Equations (I) are homogeneous, E, = E, = 0, then K = P = M = L 

and Equation (5) coincides with Equation (6) for the characteristic: 

curve r and the curve y, consequently, appear as characteristics. 

C(i) 

= 0, 

the 
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If Equations (1) are not homogeneous, i.e. if El # 0, E2 # 0, then 
the values of K, L, M and H are different from zero, and Equation (5) 

will not in general coincide with Equation (6). 

Consequently, in this case the curves r and are not characteristics. 

The last observation is essential, since the difficulties in the solu- 

tion of boundary problems when the system (1) is nonhomogeneous may not 
be surmounted by applying the Khristianovich method 121 of multisheeted 

surfaces, because the smooth edge of such a surface (curve r) will not 
coincide with a characteristic and may only be determined if the solution 

itself is known [3]. 

Incorrect statements are encountered in the literature to the effect 

that the curve J = 0 is a characteristic when the system (1) is non- 
homogeneous (see Sokolovskii’s book [41 in which there are a number of 

solutions based upon such statements). 
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